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About company
KOH-I-NOOR HOLDING is the parent organization of a Czech holding group with worldwide activity. Within the group we can find production capacity in the CR or Bulgaria and trading capacity in more than 90 countries all around the world.


The cluster has over 2500 employees and yearly turnover exceeding 4 billion CZK and is a significant engine for economic growth in many regions. It also intensively cares for the environment and its protection and continually innovates its technological park and implements production processes with regard to minimization of their impact on the environment.


The concern stability is strategically based on four main business pillars, namely: consumer goods, engineering, healthcare and energetics + minor pillars represented by horeca and property. In each division we can find one or more key companies and several smaller companies cooperating in mutual symbiosis.




     Portfolio
	Consumer goods
	Healthcare
	Energetics
	Automotive & Engineering
	Horeca
	Property


Consumer goods
In 1790 Joseph Hardtmuth, an architect at duke's court, began business that his grandson Franz later turned into one of the world's biggest companies producing and distributing graphic art supplies and office and school supplies of the highest quality.
Name used for the whole holding is taken from KOH-I-NOOR HARDTMUTH company, a company which has been producing graphic art products for four hundred years and which counts among leading companies in this field. Distribution of the products is supported by a growing network of subsidiary companies as well as more than 100 stores in several countries.


 


KOH-I-NOOR HARDTMUTH a.s.

F. A. Gerstnera 21/3

371 30 České Budějovice


Company ID. no.: 26055996, Tax ID.no.: CZ26055996


+420 389 000 200

sales@koh-i-noor.cz

www.koh-i-noor.cz





Healthcare
The field of plastic profiling includes mainly development and production of disposable health, laboratory and veterinary supplies made under the respected brand GAMA.
Company named GAMA GROUP has been supplying mainly the Czech and Slovak market with its health plastic products of high quality for more than thirty years. The products include disposable consumer goods, laboratory supplies and technical aids for veterinary medicine.


 


GAMA GROUP a.s.

Mánesova 11/3b

370 01 České Budějovice


Company ID.no.: 45797463, Tax ID.no.: CZ45797463

 


+420 389 000 200

gama@gama.cz

www.gama.cz





Energetics
Purchase, sale and distribution of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) is managed by KRALUPOL a.s. company at more than 1000 points of sale.
Company named KRALUPOL a.s. supplies fuel of high quality through a wide network of gas stations with LPG points all over the country. It is also focused on distribution of propane-butane tanks of different sizes, LPG tanks and other technical gases.


 


KOH-I-NOOR ENERGY a.s.

Baarova 45

140 00 Prague 4


Company ID.no: 26028298, Tax ID.no.: CZ26028298


+420 315 705 105

info@kralupol.cz

www.kralupol.cz


 





Automotive & Engineering
As for development and production of tools and forms together with production of pumping components, KOH-I-NOOR MACHINERY counts among the top companies in Central Europe with its size, know-how and quality of production.
Engineering segment of the division is represented by companies KOH-I-NOOR PONAS, KOH-I-NOOR RONAS, KOH-I-NOOR FORMEX and KOH-I-NOOR LPS, developing and producing tools and forms as well as producing pumping components. In this segment they are the top in Central Europe as for the size, quality and know-how. Individual companies have their own specialization with the aim to cooperate most effectively within the concern. Their domain are mainly complex technical components, plastic parts with metal inserts and optical parts.


 


KOH-I-NOOR MACHINERY a. s.

Baarova 769/45

140 00 Prague


Company ID.no.: 02394391, Tax ID.no.: CZ02394391


+420 461 723 201

info@kinmachinery.cz

www.kinmachinery.cz


 





Horeca
KIN-HaR company keeps a network of three- and four-star KIN HOTELS in Frymburk, Třeboň and Zadov.
Due to their location and equipment, KIN HOTELS are able to focus on a wide range of customers' needs – on individuals, groups, recreation, relaxation, wellness and therapeutic holidays, the hotels are also suitable for seminars, sport workshops, business meetings, company meetings, and provide a wide offer of services and leisue time activities close to the accommodation.


 


KIN-HaR s.r.o.

Baarova 769/45

140 00 Prague 4


ID.no.: 25946803, Tax ID.no: CZ25946803


+420 731 422 520

info@hotelvltava.cz

www.hotelsvet.com


 





Property
Famous Gallery Myšák in the centre of Prague is one of the most attractive real estates owned by the company.
Besides accommodation service and production or operation companies the company portfolio includes also lease of commercial space. Gallery Myšák can be found in a lucrative location and it shelters a famous confectionery Myšák as well as many shops and offices, including KOH-I-NOOR HARDTMUTH flag-store.


 


Gallery MYŠÁK a.s.

Vodičkova 710/31

110 00 Prague 1


ID.no.: 63999731, Tax ID.no.: CZ263999731


+420 222 513 713

info@gallerymysak.cz

www.gallerymysak.cz





     
Documents
Holding structure


ČEKIA Stability Award 2013



Holding divisions
KOH-I-NOOR HARDTMUTH


GAMA GROUP


KOH-I-NOOR MACHINERY


KOH-I-NOOR ENERGY



Other companies
GALLERY MYŠÁK


Health centre POLIKLINIKA SEVER


KIN HOTELS




     History

    1790
        Joseph Hardtmuth establishes a company for production of stoneware in Vienna and invents a method to produce man-made graphite.
      Joseph Hardtmuth establishes a company for producing stoneware in Vienna. There he invented a method to produce a man-made graphite. The production started as a test only but in 1795 he really started to produce lead and in 1802 he expanded by starting mass production of graphite pencils, red chalk and some types of coloured leads. The plant was later managed and expanded by Joseph Hardtmuth's descendants.


  
  More
  Back


    1848
        Strategic move of the production plant into the new premises in České Budějovice.
      Strategic move of the production plant into new premises in České Budějovice. Since 1853 the business was managed by Joseph's grandson Franz who was able to significantly innovate many production processes thanks to his studies abroad and he started the system of dividing graphite leads into grading 8B – 10H. During his management the name KOH-I-NOOR was accepted too.


  
  More
  Back


    1894
        Naming the company after the biggest yellow diamond called KOH-I-NOOR, which is a part of British crown jewels' decoration.
      Name of the biggest yellow diamond on Brittish crown jewels KOH-I-NOOR was accepted as a part of the company's name. This name was originally used for an iconic yellow pencil 1500 but after the pencil's great market success, Franz Hardtmuth accepted the label KOH-I-NOOR also as the name of the company itself. At the same time he came with the revolutionary concept of dividing lead according to the hardness into grading 8B-10H and later it was adopted by other producers.


  
  More
  Back


    1900
        The yellow graphite pencil 1500 won a Grand Prix Award in Paris worlwide exposition and became the most famous pencil in the world.
      The yellow graphite pencil 1500 won a Grand Prix Award in Paris worlwide exposition and became the most famous pencil in the world.. The whole company was before the World War I. extraordinary big in terms of production and export measures. It had commerce representation in almost 70 countries all around the world and thus it was the biggest pencil factory employing 1510 workers here and abroad, producing 90 milion pencils a year.


  
  More
  Back


    1948
        After the company was put under the state ownership in 1945, another ordeal comes with legal processes concerning the brand name iniciated by external companies.
      After the company was put under the state ownership in 1945, another ordeal comes with legal processes concerning the brand name iniciated by external companies. The situation was appeased by Carlsbad Agreement in October 1960, based on agreement between president Novotny and members of Hardtmuth family, where the brand name disputes were settled up. Helpful was also a transfer of production under a fictive company called Bohemia Works.  Besides graphic art supplies it sold a wide range of products.


  
  More
  Back


    1992
        Privatization after 1989 made the company private again and it was transformed into a joint-stock company.
      Privatization after 1989 made the company private again and it was transformed into a joint-stock company. But this change concerned the plant in České Budějovice only, so the owners had to face a demanding job to build everything from the beginning again, mainly the export sale.


  
  More
  Back


    1994
        When the management was replaced, Ing. Vlastislav Bříza has become the head manager and the company has started to flourish again.
      When the management was replaced, Ing. Vlastislav Bříza has become the head manager and the company has started to flourish again. The export network has been successfully expanded to Russia and Germany and the turnover significantly increased in 1996 and other plants were purchased. In 1997 subsidiary company KOH-I-NOOR HARDTMUTH TRADE managed from Pelhřimov took charge of the inland sale.


  
  More
  Back


    2004
        New arrangement of individual companies into a holding structure of KOH-I-NOOR holding.
      New arrangement of individual companies into a holding structure of KOH-I-NOOR holding. It was necessary to establish a flexible management structure for individual divisions undergoing dynamic development. This dispersing over more fields of business provided the necessary stability and economic security for the company's further growth. Ing. Vlastislav Bříza was awarded the prestigious prize called EY Enterpreneur in 2014, which proves the above mentioned success and growth.


  
  More
  Back


    2018
        KOH-I-NOOR holding in figures:
2500 employees, turnover 4.1 billion CZK, business activities in 90 countries.
      KOH-I-NOOR holding in figures: 2500 employees, turnover 4.1 billion CZK, business activity in 90 countries. The core business are consumer goods industry, health service, automotive, engineering and energetics. Other activities are horeca and immovables.


  
  More
  Back








     Contact
     KOH-I-NOOR holding a.s.

Baarova 769/45, 140 00 Prague 4


Telephone:

+420 389 000 200


E-mail:

info@kinholding.eu


Company ID.no.: 260 80 991

Tax ID.no.: CZ26080991



Show map





 





                         

         
         © 2017-2024 KOH-I-NOOR holding a.s.
     
RULES FOR PRIVACY PROTECTION OF USERS AND USE OF COOKIE FILES ON THE WEBSITES


The operator of the websites is KOH-I-NOOR holding a.s., with registered office at Baarova 769/45, 140 00 Praha 4, Company ID: 260 80 991, Tax ID: CZ26080991. These websites are located on the server / servers of ZONER software, a.s.


Before you use these websites, please read carefully the following Rules, which provide explanations of the ways your personal data will be processed and the ways we use cookies. By using these websites you accept these Rules. If you disagree with these Rules, please leave and refrain from using the websites.


WHAT personal data we collect and WHEN


We are committed to the protection of your privacy in processing personal data and we pay special attention thereto.


Personal data obtained during your visits on our Websites are processed in compliance with legal provisions valid in the Czech Republic. Our Personal Data Protection Policy complies with the Conduct Rules applicable to the whole company KOH-I-NOOR holding a.s.


You are asked to provide personal data at all times in advance. Such personal data include your:


	Contact data, including your name, email, telephone number and address for sending goods and invoicing address
	Account login data, including the name you use for your Internet activities, password and the unique user ID
	Personal data, e.g. sex, place of residence, date of birth and purchase history
	Payment information or data about your credit card
	Images, photographs and videos
	Personal settings (preferences), including your settings in the areas of marketing and use of cookies  



Every time you fill in any forms with your personal data on these Websites, you will be advised in due manner of all formalities related to the ersonal data processing and your rights in accordance with General Data Protection Regulation No. 2016/679 (GDPR), specifically in the form of these Personal Data Protection Rules.


We obtain your personal data in order to ensure proper functioning of certain features on our Websites and Applications or services.


	Information with respect to social networks, including data about the identity/login data and any information from your publicly disclosed contributions relating to our company or your communication with us



In interactions with our Websites and Applications, data are automatically collected and shared with our company through technical platforms which provide the given experience. By way of example, your Internet browser or mobile device may share certain data with our company in the framework of the communication of these appliances with the Websites or Applications. These data include:


	Device identification number, access to the network
	Cookies, IP address, IP, reference header, data identifying your Internet browser and its version, as well as web “beacons and tags”  



Tools that manage the information collected by us


When using our Applications, you are also informed that the data are collected and used within standard permits in transactions with applications, operational systems for mobiles phones and also with respect to your experience with the Application. In addition, you are asked to give your consent whenever necessary.


In many cases, your browser or the platform of your mobile device will provide you with other tools that can be used to control the situations when your browser or device collects or shares specific categories of information. Accordingly, your mobile device or browser may offer tools that allow you to manage the use of cookies or sharing information about your location. You are recommended to familiarize yourself with the tools your devices are equipped with.


WHY and HOW we use (process) your personal data


We use the personal data obtained about you in the following manners:


In order to maintain our business running and to keep improving our business activities, products and services


We may use the data you provide to us for our business purposes. For example, if you shop from us, we may use such information for the purposes of bookkeeping, audit and further internal processing. Or we may use the data about the way you utilize our products and services in order to improve your user’s experience and to determine (diagnose) technical problems or problems in using services and administration of our Websites and Applications.


In order to protect our rights, property or safety, or rights, property or safety of other persons


We may also use the data about the way you use our Websites and Applications in order to prevent or expose a fraud, misuse, unlawful use and breach of our Terms and Conditions of Use, and to comply with orders issued by courts, state authorities or conditions stipulated in valid legal regulations.


For purposes of general research and analyses


We use the data about how visitors utilize our Websites, Applications and Services in order to comprehend the behaviour and preferences of our customers. For example, the information about how visitors search these websites and locate products or services, may be used by us in order to better understand the best arrangement and presentation of products on offer in the windows of our stores.


Our company may share your personal data with:


	companies associated with our company, for the purposes delineated above.
	third parties - providers of services of personal data processing on behalf of our company, e.g. for the purpose of payment processing and /agenda of/ credit cards, sending and delivering consignments, administration and service of our data, distribution of electronic messages, research and analyses, brand management and product promotion as well as for the purpose of administering certain services and functionalities (“features”).  
	other parties to an extent necessary for: (i) compliance with/fulfilment of demands of state authorities, judicial orders or requirements of applicable legal regulations; (ii) preventing an unlawful use of our Websites and Applications and our Rules; (iii) defence against claims raised by third parties; and (iv) assistance in preventing and investigating frauds (e.g. forgery).



Moreover, we may transfer the personal data that we have in relation to your person in case we sell the whole or a part of our business or all of our assets or a part thereof (including reorganization, spin-off, dissolution or liquidation). 


Your data sharing


Whenever you use certain functionalities (“features”) for social networks on our Websites or in our Applications, you may create a public profile, with such information as your Internet name, profile image and the city/town you come from.


Retention of your data: Your personal data are retained for a period necessary for performance of the purposes for which we have collected the data, unless otherwise provided by applicable legal regulations.


Your rights in relation to personal data: You have a right to withdraw your consent to our processing of your personal data. You have a right to require: (i) access to your data, (ii) rectification of your data in case the data retained by us are incorrect or inaccurate, (iii) change or erasure of your personal data. You also have a right to object to the processing of your personal data on serious and legitimate grounds related to your specific situation/specific position. Where we have obtained your consent to the processing of your personal data, you have a right to withdraw this consent at any time. You have a right to object to the processing of your data, including an option to refuse the use of the data for direct marketing purposes.


When you use our Websites, our company receives and records information from your browser, and this information may include personal data. For collecting such information, we use various procedures, such as cookies and pixel tags; this information may contain your (i) IP address; (ii) unique identifier using “cookies”, information on cookies and information whether your device is equipped with software necessary for accessing certain elements (features); (iii) unique identifier of the device and type of the device; (iv) domain, type of the browser and language; (v) type of the operational system and its settings; (vi) state and time zone; (vii) previously visited websites; (viii) information on your steps on our Websites, e.g. clicking, purchases and indicated preferences; and (ix) time of access and URL reference addresses.


Information can be collected through the websites also by third parties, specifically by means of cookies, plug-ins and widgets of third parties. These third parties collect data directly from your Internet browser and the data processing is subject to privacy protection rules of these third parties.


We use cookies and pixel tags in order to observe the way our customers use the Website and to understand their preferences (e.g. selection of the state and language). This enables us to provide our customers with services and improve their Internet experience. In addition, cookies and pixel tags are used to obtain summary data about the traffic on the Websites and their communication, to determine trends and acquire statistical data in pursuance of constant improvements of our Websites. In principle, we use three categories of cookie files on our Websites:  


Functional: These cookie files guarantee the basic functioning of the websites and are therefore always on; this type of cookies includes cookies that make it possible to remember you when browsing our Websites during a single visit, or - if you wish - during each visit. These files help you create the content of your shopping bag and go through the purchasing process, and are instrumental for security and performance of requirements imposed by legal regulations.  


Improving functionality: These cookie files help us improve the functionality of our Websites by observing the way the Websites are used. In some cases, these cookies improve the response time to your requirements and enable us to remember your selections for the given websites. Your refusal of these cookies may result in inaccurate recommendations and a slower running of the website.


Social media and advertising: Social media cookies present an opportunity to interconnect you with social media and share the content of our Websites on social media. Advertising cookies (cookies of third parties) collect information that help customize advertisements to your interests, both on and outside of our Websites. In some cases, these cookies may include the processing of your personal data. If you refuse these cookies, the advertisements displayed might not be relevant for you or the effective interconnection with accounts on Facebook, Twitter or other social networks will be impossible, and/or you might not be able to share content in social media.


Legal regulations and our procedures change time from time. If we decide to update our Rules, we will disclose the changes on our Websites and in our Applications. However, if the ways we process personal data are changed substantially, we will advise you in this respect in advance or in cases when so required by the law, we will ask for your consent before such changes are introduced to practice. We strongly recommend that you should read our Rules and check them regularly for any changes.


Final provisions:


Individual users accept this document by entering the operator’s website and uses the information contained in any manner.


The operator is entitled to change this document at any time.


This document becomes effective on 24 May 2018.


If you have any questions or queries with respect to these Personal Data Protection Rules, please do not hesitate and contact us at the following address:  


KOH-I-NOOR holding a.s.

Baarova 769/45

140 00 Praha 4

Email: info@kinholding.eu

Telephone: +420 389 000 200


Please use the above contact data also in case you wish to disclose, rectify, block or erasure any information that has been collected about you through these websites.





        

        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        

        

        
    